
Unit 2- Behavior of 
Gases Notes



Opener
How can you tell 
someone made 
cookies just by 
walking through 
the front door?

*Get your 
notebook out of 
the cabinet



Key Concept 1: Quick 
Demo: Pumpkin Spice

Let’s draw what we 
observed at the particle 
level.

Good models should be 
consistent with our Model 
So Far from Unit 1 and 
should… 



Unit 1 Model So Far



Quick Demo: Pumpkin Spice
• Key Concept 2: The Pumpkin Spice 

demo illustrated that particles move. 

• We also can not forget about________________ 
particles.

• Diffusion of a gas.
• Diffusion of a gas 3D. 

• Random Fact for Today: Guess how fast a typical 
air particle moves at room temperature.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jYabtziQZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxNSw7wI6Ro
https://pages.mtu.edu/~suits/SpeedofSound.html


Unit 2 Model So Far…
Sneak Peak



Quick Demo: Pumpkin Spice
• Key Concept 3: Diffusion is the process of 

a substance spreading out to evenly fill its 
container or environment. 

• In a solution (liquid), a concentrated solute diffuses 
to spread evenly in its solvent. 

• In air, gas molecules diffuse to mix thoroughly. 

• Substances diffuse from areas of high 
concentration to low concentration.



Key Concept 4: Quick Demo: 
Green vs BlueKey

Water
Dye

Key
Water
Dye



Quick Demo: Blue vs. Green

• Key Concept 5: A particles rate of diffusion 
is linked to the temperature of the system;
• HOT- Fast COLD- Slow

• Diffusion through a liquid. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cD3dOlcxVmE


Temperature
Key Concept 6: Temperature is a measure 
of the motion of the particles in an object. 

• Temperature is a measure of the 
average kinetic energy of particles in 
matter. 

• Kinetic energy is the energy an object 
has because of its motion. 



Do solids diffuse?
“Diffusion is not confined to gases; it can take place 
with matter in any state. For example, salt diffuses 
(dissolves) into water; water diffuses (evaporates) into 
the air. It is even possible for a solid to diffuse into 
another solid; e.g., pure gold will diffuse into pure 
lead, two pieces of chalk tightly wrapped together are 
found to become homogeneous after some years; 
although at room temperature this diffusion is very 
slow. Generally, gases diffuse much faster than 
liquids, and liquids much faster than solids.” 



Exit
How can we show particles 

moving?



Opener
What is 

diffusion? (Use 
your notes) 

How is it related 
to the unit 2 

quick demos?



Prove It Quiz Reminder
• Prove it Quiz

- Short Answer are formative assessments.
–What needs to be improved on----after lots of 

practice, but maybe we need more.
–HAVE TO BE RETAKEN UNTIL 80% 

MASTERY

8/10 40/50



Prove It Quiz Reminder
• If you score below an 8, you will have to retake a longer 

quiz before you are able to move on in the class.  All 
question that were on quiz 1 will be on quiz 2.

• However, some changes to quiz 1 questions will be 
made to ensure you can demonstrate the concept and 
have not just memorized numbers or where a line should 
go.

• This quiz must be taken on your own time (before school 
(7:30-7:55) or after school (2:35- 3:10).  

• Lunch time and my teaching time (your study hall) do not 
count as before or after school.



Prove It Quiz Retake Time
• Friday-

• Monday-

• Tuesday-

• Wednesday- Quiz 3 Passed Out (24 hour reminder)

• Thursday- Deadline to take Quiz 2

• Friday- Quiz 3 Contracts are due and zero go into 
the grade book until quiz 3 is completed.



-Taken during class time
- Shortest and all 

questions are off practice 
problems.

-Taken  on your time
- Longer than Quiz 1

- More difficult, question are off 
practice problems mostly.

-Done on your time
-Parents must sign contract. 

-Required study sessions 
before and after school.

- Can be projected based.
-List of components that need 

complete by a deadline.



Common Mistakes on 
Unit 1 Prove It Quiz



Purpose
• We are going to investigate how gases behave and 

what factors affect their behavior. 

• By the end of this unit you will be able to explain the 
following scenario:

The interior of the tank car was washed out & cleaned with steam. 
Then all the outlet valves were shut and the tank car was sealed. 
All the workers went home for the evening and when they 
returned, this is what they found that the tank car crushed…



Before



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zz95_VvTxZM

After

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zz95_VvTxZM


What is happening?

• Brainstorming Session: with your shoulder partner

• HOW/WHY did the Tanker Crush?

?
Before During After

Represent this at the Particle Level 



Initial Group Models

• With your lab table share your ideas about how/why 
the tanker imploded and come up with a group 
model of what happened to the tanker.

• Make sure you include drawings of the particles to 
show what happened inside/outside of the tanker
and apply your Model So Far and Key Concepts.

?
Before During After



Group Presentations
Initial models



Closure 
• Where Are We Going? 



End of Lesson 2



Bellwork 

• Take a walk (get up) and look at examples of your 
classmates initial models for why the tanker is 
crushing. 

• What do you question/ what do you like/ what ideas 
do you agree with or disagree with

Gallery Walk



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today: What is pressure?



Demos

“Sucking” Straw

Table Top “Sucker”

Inverted Card

Happy Feet

Balloon Blow-up



Balloon Blow Up 
Demo



Balloon Blow Up









“Sucking” Straw



“Sucking” Straw

Move into desk partners and 
work together to collaboratively 
draw a particle diagram for the 
sucking straw demo on your 
demo sheet.



Happy Monday
Opener:  

Explain how you 
think a straw works 
at the particle level.  

Draw a particle 
diagram to show 

how it works

*Take out your 
Pressure Demo 

sheet and Notebook



“Sucking” Straw



Vacuum ---- Sucking Force



Vacuum
• Key Concept 7: A vacuum is a 

space where no particles or 
matter exist. 



“Sucking” Force 
Questions to Ponder

If a “sucking” force is not a vacuum,  
what is it?

What creates a “sucking” force?



Table Top 
“Sucker” Demo



“Sucking” Force 
Questions to Ponder

If a “sucking” force is not a vacuum,  
what is it?

What creates a “sucking” force?



“Sucking” Force 
Questions to Ponder

Is there really a thing called “sucking” 
force?

Is the force that you want to be 
“sucking”, maybe just pressure force?



“Nothing sucks in 
Science”



Shoulder Partner Talk

a) Force can be a push or pull

b) Force can cause physical change

c) Net force = Mass times acceleration (F = ma)

d) A force that changes or tends to change the state of 
rest or motion of a body.

If pressure is a force, what type of force might it be?

These are all correct definitions of a force, but one fits pressure best?



Inverted Card and 
Happy Feet Demo



Discussion Demos
• Under Pressure (what type of force)

• Under Pressure Original 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcuzOV3irms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YoDh_gHDvkk


Pressure Demos
• Key Concept 8: 

Through exploring 
pressure demos, we 
determined that a 
particle can only push.  
At the particle level 
there is no way a 
particle can pull.



Pressure
Key Concept 9: Pressure is caused by 
the pushing of particles on an object.

Key Concept 10: Pressure is a 
measurement of the force (number of 
pushes) per unit of area. Pressure is a 
numerical value that represents the 
number of pushes per unit area.



Pressure
Key Concept 11: Units of pressure can be 
measured in atmospheres (atm) millimeters of 
mercury (mmHg), pounds per square inch 
(psi), or kilopascals (kpal). 

1atm = 760 mmHg = 14.7 psi = 101.3 
kPa



Exit: Drawing WHowY…

How can we represent 
pressure in our models?



Opener
Opener:  
Define 

Pressure. What 
are four different 

units of 
pressure?



Atmospheric Pressure
Key Concept 12: Atmospheric (Air)
pressure is the pressure (PUSHES)
exerted by the Earth’s atmosphere (AIR 
PARTICLES). Air pressure is measured by 
a barometer. 

How does a barometer work?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkDhlzA-lwI


What’s Gravity
“Gravity caused the Tanker to crush….”



What’s Gravity

“Gravity, also called gravitation, in 
mechanics, the universal force of 
attraction acting between all matter. It is 
by far the weakest known force in nature 
and thus plays no role in determining 
the internal properties of everyday 
matter.”



What’s Gravity
“As gravity hugs the blanket of air to the Earth's 
surface, what physicists call a density gradient is set 
up in the air. The air near the ground is pulled on 
by gravity and compressed by the air higher in the 
sky. This causes the air near the ground to be denser 
and at a greater pressure than air at higher 
elevations.”



Thanks Demos
All of these demos have something in common.

The reasons why these phenomena happen 
was due to pressure (the pushing of particles).

• There is NO such thing as a “sucking” 
force.

• Particle can only push.

• Vacuum can exist, but did not in any of 
these demos.



Scientific model should 
be able to make accurate 

predictions

Do you think your initial Tanker Model can be used 
to make accurate predictions?



Drawing WHowY…

How can we 
represent 

pressure in our 
models?



Pass out a “Sucking” 
Straw and Harbottle 

Models



Key Concept 13: How does 
sucking a straw work?

1. You expand/ or increase the volume of your lungs 
which decrease the air pressure in your lungs.  

2. Therefore, the pressure in the straw is now greater 
compared to the pressure of your lungs. 

3. Air particles in the straw move from high pressure in 
the straw to the low pressure of your lungs.

4. This creates lower pressure in the straw allowing the 
air pressure to PUSH the liquid up the straw.



By changing the shape 
of your lungs, you're 

actually getting the air 
pressure to push the 
liquid to your month. 



Exit Ticket

How do you think pressure may 
have played a role in the tanker 
crushing?



Exit Ticket

Using what you learned from the 
pressure demos, how would you 
change your initial model of the 
tanker?



Exit Ticket

Explain how you are able to drink 
from a straw without using the 
words suck or pull. 



Today: 
What is pressure?
Pressure Demos

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 



End of Lesson 3



Opener
Get an apron and 
safety glasses

Pick up a copy of 
the lab and read 
the procedure



Opener
Take out Pop Can 
Challenge Part 1 
and reread the 
procedure



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today: Pop Can Lab



Pop Can Lab—Part 1

• Goal: To be discovered! (You’ll write this in later.)



Pop Can Lab— Procedures
1. Fill the plastic container up with ice water so the soda can will be submerged at 
least half way up the can.

2. Fill the dry soda can up with 15 mL of water.

3. Using the tongs, place the soda can on the hot plate then turn the hot plate on.

4. Wait until the water inside starts boiling (you will see steam, and hear bubbling).

5. Let the water boil for a minute.

6. Using the tongs, CAREFULLY pick up the pop can and place it in the ice water.

Make sure the opening of the can has been placed in the ice water ‘head first’

7. Turn off the hot plate.

8. Pull out the can and make qualitative observations.



Safety

• Apron

• Glasses



Pop Can Lab- Part 1
1. Complete the lab procedure and record 

your observations

2. With your group work on filling in the goal 
of the lab and conclusion questions 2-5.

3. Finished early? Take a look at practice 
problems 2A



Break into your groups 
and complete the 

Conclusion Questions. 
This includes writing in 
the Goal! DUE TODAY!



End of Lesson 5



Opener
Sit with your 
group by your 
lab table

Define 
temperature, 
pressure, 
vacuum, and air 
pressure.



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today: Pop Can Lab 
Continued



Question 1



What variables can we 
investigate to see what affected 
the amount the can crushed?



Today: 
Soda Can Lab

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 



Exit Ticket
What are the advantages and 

disadvantages to working in a group on a 
large project?



Exit Ticket
Explain how the can crushed.



End of Lesson 6



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today: Pop Can Lab 
Discussion

Part 2- Pop Can
Lab



Pop Can Lab—Part 2

Testing Different 
Variables

Goal: Determine what factors affect the crushing of the can.
• Size of can 
• Temp of “Ice Bath” 

• Soda can heating time (first determine the control 
heating time)

• Amount of water in Soda Can
• Material 
• Open vs. Closed System 

• **Opposite/ Cooling Time 



How can we communicate 
our results?

Everyone will have a job!

• Recorder/Time Keeper

• Particle Artist 

• Tech Director

• Experimenters (x2)



Pop Can Lab—Part 2
Table ____Size of can 

Table ____Temp of “Ice Bath” 

Table _____Soda can heating time (first determine the 
control heating time)

Table _____Amount of water in Soda Can

Table _____ Material 

Table _____ Open vs. Closed System 

Table _____ Opposite/ Cooling Time 

Testing Different Variables



Recorder/Time Keeper



Opener
Sit with your 
group by your 
lab table

What are the 
advantages and 
disadvantages to 
working in a 
group on a large 
project?



Opener
Sit with your 
group by your 
lab table

Think of the 
particle diagram 

we drew 
yesterday and 

explain how the 
can crushed.



Opener
Sit with your 
group by your 
lab table

No bell work 
today



Soda Can Lab—Part 2
On your board write your variable. Then 
copy the trials below. 

Trial 1- Control

Trial 2-

Trial 3-

Trail 4-



Recorder/Time Keeper

On the next page



Now, that your variables have been 
determined, as a group compose 

your hypothesis (if/then the can will 
crush…/because) on your 

whiteboards. 

Be ready to share with the class.

Soda Can Lab—Part 2



Recorder/Time Keeper



Procedure

Everyone will do this step.
1) Trial 1- We will put 15mL of water in 

a 12oz can, we will boil the water for 
1 minute, and completely invert the 
can into an ice bath. 

This will serve as our group’s ______



Class Discussion

What is a control?



Recorder/Time Keeper

1. Trial 1- We will put 15mL of water in a 12oz 
can, we will boil the water for 1 minute, and 
completely invert the can into an ice bath. 

2. Trial 2-

3. Trial 3-

4. Trial 4-



Today: 
Part 2- Soda Can

Lab

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 



Exit Ticket
Why do you need a control can for your 

experiment?



End of Lesson 7



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today:
Part 2- Soda Can

Lab

How to use 
the app



Explain Everything Project

You will be working with your Lab Table 
to test your assigned variable and make 
a video to communicate your results. 
Video and handout must be done 
September 27th at 3:00 pm.



Explain Everything Project

• Everyday your Recorder/Timekeeper will be given a list 
of tasks.   

• THEY ARE RESPONISIBLE FOR COMMINCATING 
WHAT NEEDS DONE.

• IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBLEITY TO GET YOUR TASK 
DONE.

• If it does not get done during class you must come 
in after school or before school to finish it.



Explain Everything Project

How will we be graded?

• 10 pts for completed handout

• 10 pts for completed particle diagram

• 40 pts for video which is graded on a 
checklist (Last page of the Pop Can 
Challenge: Part 2 handout)

• 10 pts peer evaluations





Explain Everything 
Project

Your lab group will be 
using the assigned I-pad 
number that corresponds 
to your hour and lab table 

number. 



Explain Everything Project

• Take a picture of the periodic table and a very short 
(3 sec) video.

• Explain Everything Tutorial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_VAEiB9fgU


Quick meeting with each 
job group 

1. Recorder/Time Keeper

2. Experimenters

3. Tech Director

4. Particle Artist





Today: 
Part 2- Soda Can

Lab

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 



End of Day 8



Happy Monday
No bell work today

Sit with your group

Take out the 
group handout



Happy 
Tuesday

No bell work today

Sit with your group

Take out the 
group handout

Quiz 3 Contracts 
are due TODAY



Today
Accomplish all of day 3 tasks and 

start on day 4

Save your project as:

1st Hour Table 2



Today
Accomplish all of day 3 tasks and 

start on day 4

Save your project as:

1st Hour Table 2



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today:
Part 2- Soda Can

Lab





Today: 
Part 2- Soda Can

Lab

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 



End of Lesson 9 



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today:
Part 2- Soda Can

Lab





Today: 
Part 2- Soda Can

Lab

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 



End of Lesson 10 



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today:
Part 2- Soda Can

Lab





Today: 
Part 2- Soda Can

Lab

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 



End of Lesson 11 



New Seats Today
Check the chart up front

Reminders:

• Exam on Friday

• Don’t forget about Quiz 3



Opener
Go look at your initial model at your lab 
station. Based on how your ideas have 
changed on the behavior of gases, what 
are four things you would change about 

your model ?



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today:
Experimental Design (ACT)

&
Model Revision

with rubrics



Projects
• Handout and Particle Diagram must be stapled and 

turned into the bin today.

• If your groups name is on the list I have not gotten 
the project shared with me (lose 5 points); but if it 
shared by NOW you can still get credit.

• If you have not uploaded it drive you will need to 
come see me after school (as of now everyone in 
group get a zero). 



Experimental Design
Get to know your new shoulder partner 
and then discuss the following:

Think about the experiment you did for the 
Pop Can Challenge.  What do you think 
made it a good scientific experiment? 
What could be changed to improve it?



Experimental Design
With your new shoulder partner, discuss 
the following:
In an experiment,
• What is a control?
• What are constants?
• What is the difference between the 

independent and dependent variable?



Procedures

1. Trial 1- We will put 15mL of water in a 12oz 
can, we will boil the water for 1 minute, and 
completely invert the can into an ice bath. 

The Control Sets the Standard
By definition the control in a science experiment is a 

sample that remains the same throughout the experiment. 
The control must remain the same or equal at all times in 
order to receive accurate results. You can have as many 

controls as necessary to achieve results.



Experimental Design

Key Concept 14: What is a control?
In Pop Can Challenge 2- Trial 1 was 
our control group. This can allowed us 
to be able to compare if our other trials 
crushed more or less.  It was used as 
the standard of comparison. 



Experimental Design
How Does a Control Compare to Other 
Variables?

When following good experimental design, you 
must have an independent and dependent 
variable. A control is just another type of variable. 
The three types of variables should not be 
confused as they are completely different.



Experimental Design
Key Concept 15: What is an independent 
variable?

An independent variable is the variable that YOU 
the experimenter change or manipulate. 

In Pop Can Challenge 2 our independent 
variables was... 



Soda Can Lab—Part 2
Table ____Size of can 

Table ____Temp of “Ice Bath” 

Table _____Soda can heating time (first determine the 
control heating time)

Table _____Amount of water in Soda Can

Table _____ Material 

Table _____ Open vs. Close System 

Table _____ Opposite/ Cooling Time 

Testing Different Variables



Experimental Design
Key Concept 16: What is a dependent variable?

A dependent variable is the variable being 
tested in a scientific experiment. 

In Pop Can Challenge 2 our dependent variable 
was... 



Soda Can Lab—Part 2
Table ____Size of can 

Table ____Temp of “Ice Bath” 

Table _____Soda can heating time (first determine the 
control heating time)

Table _____Amount of water in Soda Can

Table _____ Material 

Table _____ Open vs. Close System 

Table _____ Opposite/ Cooling Time 

Testing Different Variables



Experimental Design

As the experimenter changes the 
independent variable, the change in 
the dependent variable is observed and 
recorded.



Experimental Design
Control vs. Constants

Constant are items that are intentional 
keep the same. This allows for a fair 
test.

What was kept constant in your Pop 
Can Challenge?



Experimental Design

Good experimental 
design will also 
multiply experiments 
for each trial; not just 
one like we did in Pop 
Can Challenge.



HoWhy Poster Update



Model Update

Mid Model Updates
- turn over your initial models
- work collaborative and quickly
- follow class key on the board
- reference the rubric & fill it out   
accurately 



Closure
• Exit Pass- How do you feel about 

your new models based on the 
rubric?  What information do you 
still need to score a perfect score?



Today: 
Experimental 
Design (ACT)

&
Model Revision

with rubrics

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 



End of Lesson 6 



Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Today:
Presentations





• Complete peer evaluations.
• Turn in your evaluations into the turn in bin along 

the back wall.
• 1st hour bin----Table 1
• 2nd hour bin---Table 2
• 3rd hour bin—Table 3    ect.

Explain Everything Presentations-
Pop Can Challenge 2



• Time to watch videos.
• Talk about claims and scientific 

reasoning after each video.
• Glue in Key Concept 17
• END OF UNIT 2 NOTES

Explain Everything Presentations-
Pop Can Challenge 2



Today: 
Presentations

Question: WHowY did  
the tanker crush?

Big Idea: How gases behave and what factors
affect their behavior. 



End of the Lesson 7 


